Winter Newsletter
Shop Hours
Tues - Friday
10 –4
Saturday
9-3

Notes From DeeDee,
Well Happy New Year. We
are certainly praying that
2022 will be a better year
for all. We are all so happy
to see so many of our
snowbirds flock back south.
We missed you all and are
so glad you could come
down. We are also sew
happy to have our classes
going back on. We have
gotten some amazingly
beautiful fabric in. Starting
with the wonderful Calypso
panel we got in. We were
also able to make a CQ
original for our class. If you
haven’t seen the coffee
mug organizer you should
stop by to see it for yourself. It is super adorable.
We have some great machine classes coming up to
help you learn your machine. We are so grateful
for all of our customers who
continue to support our
shop. Things have certainly
changed but we are doing
our best to keep rolling with
the punches. Thank you for
rolling with us. We truly
hope you have a wonderful
new year.
Happy Sewing

Calypso Quilt
DeeDee
This quilt is a one of a kind
from CQ. This quilt is centered around a beautiful panel. This pattern will work with
any yard panel. Class is free
with purchase of supplies
from CQ.

Crafty Quilters, Inc.
13221 Hwy 98
Sebring, Fl 33876
863-658-2148
www.craftyquiltersfl.com
craftyquilters@rocketmail.com

Open Sewing
DeeDee
Come on in and work on those
projects. We are here to help
and can not wait to see your
smiling faces. If you have purchased your supplies from us
then your class is free.

Coffee Mug Organizer
DeeDee
Sew a darling mug caddy to
store sewing notions, office
tools, or art supplies with just
one or 2 fat quarters of fabric!
There are 5 pockets around
Panel Pattern
the outside of the fabric mug
Stephanie
cover, plus an inside layer to
This pattern is a fun way to
show off more pretty fabric.
add flair to your panel without Class fee is $5.00.
making it to difficult. And boy
it sure is still pretty. A fun
Mach Day
DeeDee
class right before the giving
This class is aperfect way to
season. Class fee is $5.00. learn what you need to know
about your machine. Class is
Playing With Decorative
free with machine purchase.
Stitches
DeeDee
Best Foot Forward
Decorative stitches are a per- DeeDee
fect compliment to many pro- We certainly learned a lot in
jects and are sometimes over our first class but there are
looked on our machines.
sew many feet we are continCome on in to explore.
ing the learning so you know
Class is free with machine
how to use all your feet. Class
purchase from CQ.
is free with purchase of machine from CQ.

